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INTRODUCTION
Increasing penetration of variable renewable energy resources onto the grid,

such as large wind and solar farms, presents significant integration challenges. It has
been proposed by the authors [1] and others [2] that a solution to address these
integration challenges is through the tandem combination of a Supercapacitor Energy
Storage System (SESS) and a battery. For utility interface combinations of energy
storage solutions, the inclusion of a SESS enables the buffering of fast, short term
fluctuations in output power to avoid harmful, frequent short duration reversals of
power flow to the battery system.
In order to research and address the renewables integration issues, an in-lab
grid was established at OSU to experimentally evaluate mitigation strategies related
to the energy storage supported integration of renewable energy into the grid [3].
The in-lab grid is under the control of a dSPACE rapid-prototyping system, which
enables the straightforward development, test and laboratory implementation of
control algorithms in MATLAB and Simulink.
One renewable energy resource that can benefit from the fast reversals of
power by the SESS is Solar. It was determined by the authors of [4] that an
important issue associated with solar energy is the power quality onto the grid. An
energy storage solution has already been proving to work effectively for wind power.
This is a major grid stability issue associated with renewables that can be solved with
an onsite energy storage device [5].
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1.1

Scope of Thesis
This thesis presents the integration of the SESS onto the in-lab grid through a

new, fast response, grid-tied inverter.

To enable this work, a system enabling

precharge and integration of the SESS with the lab’s research microgrid was
designed and built, and a SESS/OCC-GTI control and monitoring (or data collection)
system was implemented. This integration can then be used, in combination with a
battery energy storage system (BESS) to enhance the grid stability of renewable
energy.
In addition, the effects of the SESS energy rating at different charge and
discharge frequencies are investigated to realize the dynamics of the system under
different rates of power flow reversal. Using these results as the control, an external
factor of holding the SESS at a constant value for a certain period before charge and
discharge will be implemented to determine if this variable improves the energy
rating of the SESS.
Finally, control algorithms are developed to both smooth out high frequency
power fluctuations seen in solar data, an also to eliminate high ramp events. These
two models, along with the hardware test detailed in the previous paragraph, will
serve as validation for the rapid bidirectional power flow of the SESS for the
improved integration of renewable energy onto the electrical power grid.
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2.1

BACKGROUND
Energy Storage and Renewable Energy Integration
Renewable energy penetrations onto the electrical grid have been growing

significantly just in the past couple of years.

In January of 2008, the amount of

wind-generated electricity crossed the 1,000MW threshold and it is currently above
2,000MW [6]. This increasing variable resource creates an issue for the stability of
the electrical grid; this added resource is effectively a negative load to the system.
To cover this uncertainty requires the use of fast acting, dispatchable energy sources,
such as natural gas turbines or hydro plants. The use of these energy sources can be
reduced with the implementation of an onsite energy storage system. It has been
proven previously by the authors of [7]–[10], that using energy storage devices in
place of these other resources works effectively for the compensation of the high
wind variability. This energy storage solution has gained interest in the United
States Senate, which just recently proposed the “Storage Technology for Renewable
and Green Energy Act of 2013” led by Senate member, from Oregon, Ron Wyden
[11]. This act is to provide incentives for onsite storage, and it also provides details
as to the sizing of the storage system.
Similar to wind energy, solar energy has seen a significant increase in the
pacific northwest, with recent additions of around 500kW [12], [13].

Solar power

is also just as variable, if not more, than that of wind. Figure 1 is an irradiance
profile from a solar measurement grid in Oahu, HI recorded by the National
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Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [14]. This profile suggests that it was a
cloudy day, from all the fluctuations in power output.

Figure 1 Solar Power Profile for Oahu, HI for May 19th, 2010 [14].
The profile above contains not only high frequency power fluctuations, but
there are times as well when the power is so low that it cannot meet what is
demanded from the electrical grid. To account for this, It has been proposed by the
authors [1] and others [2] that a solution to address these integration challenges is
through the tandem combination of a Supercapacitor Energy Storage System (SESS)
and a flow cell battery. The combination of the two will allow for both fast acting
response from the supercapacitors, as well as longer response from the battery to
account for any long periods in which power is below that commanded by the grid.
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2.2

Brief Summary of Energy Storage Technologies
There are a wide variety of energy storage devices currently in use. Figure 2

gives a graphical summary of these devices and their power and energy profiles [15].
Some of the major devices in use currently are pumped hydro storage (PHS), Flow
Batteries and Electrochemical batteries, flywheels, and supercapacitors.

These

devices are summarized below [16] - [17]
Pumped Hydro Storage: This energy storage scheme works by utilizing the
potential energy of the upstream reservoir and dropping the level on the downstream
side to meet power demands. The efficiency of a given storage cycle is roughly 80%
[17]. Because of the size of pumped hydro storage, this system has both a high
power output as well as high stored energy capacity.
Flow Batteries and Electrochemical Batteries: These devices require a
chemical reaction to generate the electrons that flow through the electrical circuit.
Different chemical reactions will produce different results. The benefit of such a
device is the implementation in areas where electricity is not readily available [5].
Flywheels: This is a type of rotational energy storage device. Flywheels have
magnetic bearings, and are contained in a vacuum tube to decrease the friction of the
device. This allows the flywheel to spin at speeds from 6,000 to 60,000 rpm for an
effective efficiency of between 80-85% [18].
Supercapacitors: This device stores electrical charge at the interface between
the electrode and the electrolyte. This type of storage solution differs from the
previous three in the fact that it works best in situations of fast fluctuations at a high
power output. This is because the ratio of power output to that of energy storage is

6

very high. The next section will explore these characteristics in greater detail.

Figure 2 Power Output vs. Energy Storage for Different Energy Storage Devices
[15].

2.3

Characteristics of a Supercapacitor
Representing 80% of the commercially manufactured supercapacitor

technology [19], electrochemical double-layer capacitors (EDLC) stores energy by
creating a double layer of charge on the interface between an electrical conductor, or
electrode, and an electrolytic solution. These devices differ from normal electrolytic
capacitors by the material used as the electrical conductor [20], [21]. While the
electrode used for a normal electrolytic capacitor consists of a thin plate of either
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Aluminum or Tantalum, the electrode used for the EDLC is comprised of an
activated carbon layer, which has a higher surface area density than that of the
electrolytic. The capacitance of this device is proportional to the surface area of the
electrode [19]. This increase in surface area gives the EDLC a higher volumetric
capacitance, which is roughly 106 to 108 times more than that of the electrolytic
capacitor. However, given that the working voltage of an EDLC is 100 times less
than that of an electrolytic capacitor, the energy density is only 100 to 1000 times
more than the electrolytic capacitor.
Currently, the energy density an EDLC is much lower than that of a battery,
whereas the power density is much higher. This makes the combination of the two a
great energy storage solution.

However, recent material advances in carbon

nanotubes and the discovery of the material graphene will only improve the energy
density of the EDLC by increasing both its dielectric strength while increasing
surface area [22],[23]. These advances will make the ELDC more desirable than the
battery in the future.
It has been observed by the authors [24] and others [25], that there is
significant dependence of the ELDC capacitance on operation frequency, as found in
Figure 3. Therefore it is critical that the actual performance of a supercapacitor as a
function of energy flow reversal frequency be characterized. This characterization
will ensure the proper use of such a device for the given renewable energy device.
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Figure 3 Capacitance vs. Frequency of a Single Supercapacitor Cell [24].

2.4

Fundamentals of the Grid-Tied Inverter
One of the basic fundamentals of transferring power on and off of the

electrical grid is the grid-tied inverter system, which is able to transfer high powered
DC loads to a 3 phase AC signal, or vice-versa. Figure 4 shows this process. It
involves 6 IGBT and power diode components. The power diodes are employed for
switching between AC and DC (charging), whereas the IGBTs are used for switching
between DC and AC (discharging).

The latter of the two is a much more

complicated task. This involves varying the frequency of the duty cycle with time,
so that the output will look roughly sinusoidal. The duty cycle is the amount of the
period in which the switch is on and this corresponds to the fraction of the DC
voltage (represented in the figure as E) that will be seen by the grid (represented in
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the figure with subscripts a, b, and c). Thus, by sinusoidally varying the length the
IGBT is on, the output voltage will also vary sinusoidally [26]. In this thesis, a new
parallel method called one-cycle control is implemented with combined vector
operation and bipolar operation [27].

Figure 4 Three-Phase Inverter System.
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3
3.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In-Lab Grid
Testing of the Supercapacitor Energy Storage System (SESS) requires the

utilization of the WESRF 750kVA experimental in-lab grid as shown in Figure 5.
The in‐lab grid consists of emulated high‐power grid sources and loads including a
wind farm, energy storage system, a hydro resource and local loads. These are
connected together at the 300 V bus via Modbus protocol and protected from system
faults using Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL) 751A feeder protection
relays. The in‐lab grid is controlled using a dSPACE rapid prototyping machine
which is used to test control algorithms in Matlab/Simulink and rapidly implement
them in the laboratory. The wind farm is modeled using an Arbitrary Waveform
Generator (AWG) which functions as a three‐phase 120 kVA programmable source
producing a power profile that follows the scaled down output of a real wind farm.
The primary energy storage system is a 25 kW, 50 kWh Zinc‐Bromine flow battery
(ZBB) which delivers energy for up to 2 hours for medium time response energy
demands.
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Figure 5 WESRF In-Lab Grid for SESS Testing.

3.2

One-Cycle Control Grid-Tied Inverter
In order to enable extremely fast reversal of power flow, a Grid-Tied

Inverter, purchased from One-Cycle Control (Irvine, CA, USA), is used without
modification. This high frequency device has the ability of switching from one level
of power flow to the next within one frequency cycle, which allows for fast
switching and cycling of power. This inverter supports operation between 330V and
400V on the DC side, and 208V/100A (rms) on the AC side, as seen in Table 1.
From these parameters a maximum power rating of 36kW can be obtained, but, for
consistency with operation of the original Zinc/Bromine battery inverter operation,
the power rating is held at around 24kW. Further, to accommodate the voltage limits
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on the DC side the SESS is reconfigured to a 2P9 combination, with an expected
capacitance of 37F. Figure 6 shows a picture of this GTI model.

Figure 6 One-Cycle Control Grid Tied Inverter (OCC-GTI).
Table 1 OCC-GTI Specifications.
Parameter
AC Voltage Range, Line-to-Line
Max Alternating Current, Single Phase
DC Voltage Range
Efficiency

3.3

Specification
175-240
100
330-400
>97

Unit
V, rms
A, rms
V, DC
%

Super Capacitor Energy Storage System
The SESS system, shown in Figure 7, is the secondary storage system. Important

parameters to be considered in the assembly of a SESS include the maximum and
minimum operational voltage for the inverter, the maximum voltage supported by
the supercapacitor modules, and the overall capacitance of the system. The in-lab
grid SESS was previously designed and implemented to be employed in combination
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with the existing Zinc/Bromine flow cell battery inverter operating between 145V
and 290V [24]. The supercapacitor system, seen in Figure 7, was rated to support
operation at 25kW for at least 90 seconds and employs 48.6V modules (each
composed of 18x 3000F/2.7V discrete Electrochemical Double Layer Capacitors
(ELDCs) in series, with a resultant module capacitance of 166F). For the maximum
voltage of 290V, six modules in series were required (290V/48.6V = 6), and three
parallel strings of six series modules (3P6) was implemented, resulting in a system
with a capacitance rating of 83F. To enable continued research activities, e.g.,
alternative grid-tied inverter configurations, the system is built such that it is readily
reconfigurable to other configurations such as 2P9 (two parallel strings of nine series
modules).

Figure 7 Supercapacitor Energy Storage System (SESS).
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For this thesis, the 2P9s configuration will be used to increase the rated
voltage to roughly 437.4 V, to meet the minimum voltage requirements set by the
OCC-GTI.

3.4

Implementation onto grid
Figure 8 is a schematic of how the SESS and OCC-GTI are integrated onto

the WESRF in-lab experimental grid. There are three modes of operation: Charge,
Discharge and Normal Use Operation.

Figure 8 Implementation Onto the In-Lab Grid. Charge, Discharge, Normal Use
Operation.
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3.4.1 Pre-Charge Circuit
Given the limiting parameters of the OCC-GTI, implementing the SESS
requires an additional, pre-charge, step to raise the DC voltage to within the working
range.

This is accomplished by diverting the 3 phase current from the

autotransformer at 480V and rectifying this input with a 3 phase, 88A/1800V
rectifier. From there, the current, which has now a DC component, is sent through a
Tmax, 500V/100A DC breaker. After this protection device the signal is then sent
through an 18.6 Ω power resistor, combined in series with the SESS to prevent any
inrush current. Maximum current in the initial stages is 35A for this circuit setup. To
make the final connection between the power load and the SESS, an OMRON G9EA
DC power relay is employed, so as to be able to disconnect the charging circuit fully
from the SESS before normal use. This relay, along with the DC and AC breaker to
the OCC-GTI, are left open. This mode follows the green path in Figure 8.

3.4.2 Discharge Circuit
For added safety, any initial charge left over after testing needs to be released
from the SESS. This step is simple, as only the two relays (labeled 1 and 2 in Figure
8) are closed while the rest of the power equipment is left open. Discharging from
350V takes about 30 minutes. This mode follows the red path in Figure 8.

3.4.3 Normal Operation
Similar to the discharge circuit, this connection is straight forward. The AC
and DC breaker connected to the OCC-GTI from the grid and SESS respectively are
closed while the other power equipment are kept open. This mode follows the blue
path in Figure 8.
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3.4.4 Control Algorithm
To ensure safety when operating the SESS and the OCC-GTI, a control
algorithm is developed using the block diagram environment Simulink. The full
model is shown in Figure 45 in the appendix. The top string of control blocks is for
the real power, while the lower string is for reactive power. In this thesis, reactive
power is not controlled and thus left at zero. The model consists of the following:
1. 3 Modes of Commanded Current: Manual, Cycling Automation, and Hold and
Cycle Automation. The limits are set to between -80A and 80A. The sign
dictates the power flow (negative is discharging and positive is charging). Figure
9 and Figure 10 show the design of both the cycling frequency automation
control, and the hold and cycle frequency automation. The frequency interval
and the hold interval are manufactured by manipulating the period length and
pulse width of the “Pulse Generator” block.

Figure 9 Cycling Automation.
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Figure 10 Hold and Cycle Automation.
2. Hysteretic Controller and Voltage Limits: DC Voltage data collected by the
probes contained significant amounts of noise, as discussed later in section 3.6.
To combat this, a hysteretic controller is implemented in the model as shown in
Figure 46 - Figure 48 in the appendix. The bases of the control are 10 unit time
delays all with hysteresis. When all of them reach the hysteresis limit, a logic
operator switches from zero to one and the power flow is stopped.
3. Command to input conversion: To control the power flow of the OCC-GTI, the
commanded current is converted to a corresponding small signal input current,
which is then converted to a corresponding voltage, as shown in Figure 50 in the
appendix. This corresponding voltage, which is the input to the control circuit
shown in Figure 49 in the appendix (the +P Cmd tag), will output the small
signal current that will control the OCC-GTI (the P_Iin tag).
4. Further Safety Precautions: The last two blocks in the control algorithm are for
further enhanced safety and security. The “Completely off Conversion” converts
a command of zero current to a zero voltage, since the two events are not related.
The “EMO” block is present to manually stop the command for power flow.
5. Control Desk Operation: Figure 51 in the appendix displays the graphical user
interface, used in Control Desk, for the control of the SESS and the OCC-GTI.
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This allows for the implementation of the code, into the dSPACE hardware, in
real time.

3.5

Variable Measurements
Besides the self-discharge test, which only measures the SESS voltage, there

are eight variables measured using the dSPACE hardware and Control Desk
software. These variables are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Variables Measured During each Test, Excluding the Self-Discharge Test.
Variables
Symbol Measurement Instrument
Ia
Baker Inst. Inc., Passive Current Transformer
Phase A Current
Ib
Baker Inst. Inc., Passive Current Transformer
Phase B Current
Ic
Baker Inst. Inc., Passive Current Transformer
Phase C Current
Tektronix P5200 High Voltage Differential
Va
Phase A Voltage
Probe
Tektronix P5200 High Voltage Differential
Vb
Phase B Voltage
Probe
Tektronix P5200 High Voltage Differential
Vc
Phase C Voltage
Probe
Tektronix P5200 High Voltage Differential
Filtered SESS Voltage,
Vdc
Probe
DC
Icmd
User defined input to the control system
Current Command

3.6

Data Processing and Treatment

3.6.1 Verification
Data Verification of the commanded current is necessary to ensure accurate
results. This is accomplished with the use of an external Oscilloscope to compare
with the output to Control Desk, and is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. Figure 11
shows an Oscilloscope capture of phase B current (in yellow) and phase B voltage
(in light blue). Figure 12 shows data of phase B current (in blue), phase B voltage
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(in green) and the commanded current (in red and sharing the same y-axis with the
phase B current) collected by Control Desk. These two waveforms were taken at the
same time of day, roughly around 8:06pm.
From initial verification, an offset was found between the current
commanded through control desk and the actual current seen at the 3 phase input of
the OCC-GTI. This is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The command at this time
was for a discharge of the SESS at a constant 60A, single phase RMS. This means
that the phase voltages should be offset for the phase currents by 180 degrees and the
peak current of each phase should be 84.9A. Both figures show the peak current at
about 96A, which correlates to a command of 68A, single phase RMS. Thus the
offset is around 8A, single phase RMS. This error was accounted for and does not
affect any of the calculations.

Figure 11 Oscilloscope Waveform of phase B Current (yellow) and Voltage (cyan)
taken 21:08:19 (2:05 minutes off).
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Figure 12 dSPACE Measurement of Phase B Current (blue), Voltage (green) and
Commanded Current (red) taken 21:06:12.

3.6.2 Processing
Data collected by the probes described in section 3.5 contained significant
amounts of noise (primarily 50kHz switching noise and 60Hz noise). Therefore, the
initial data is filtered, both in real time using a rate limiter, and also with a 10 data
point long boxcar filter shown in Equation (1), where n is 10 and i is the sample that
is being filtered.
̅
This filtered DC voltage allows for more accurate calculations of DC power
and current.

(1)
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3.6.3 State of Charge
SOC calculations are carried out using Equation (2). This calculation is used
in place of DC voltage calculation, as it is a better indicator of the state of the SESS.
It is derived from the energy equation. Given the minimum and maximum limits of
the OCC-GTI, the SOC can be reduced to Equation (3).
(2)

(3)

3.6.4 Power Flow
Real power flow is calculated using Equation (4) the three phase voltages and
the three phase currents measured at the input of the OCC-GTI. Initial tests found a
slight reactive component to the system, but the value was insignificant.
(4)

3.6.5 SESS Current
Current calculations for the SESS are calculated from Equation (5), which
takes the grid power calculation in the previous subsection, divided by the DC
voltage of the SESS. The starting and ending current for each cycle was found by
taking the average SESS voltage value of the first fifteen samples and the last fifteen
samples respectively.
(5)
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3.6.6 Energy Rating
The total energy out of the system during each charge and discharge period is
found by integrating the real power flow calculation found in the previous section.
The calculation is performed in MATLAB using the discrete numerical integrator
called trapz. This function utilizes the trapezoidal method of discrete integration
shown in Equation (6). In this equation, k is the final sample time in seconds and n
is the final sample number which is related to the time by the multiplication with the
time step used in this experiment,

.
∑

(

(

)

)

(6)

3.6.7 Capacitance Calculations
The effective capacitance of the system during the charge and discharge
portions of the cycle are also found by integrating the SESS current over time, and
comparing that to the change in SESS voltage. Again, Equation (7) shows the
calculation of effective capacitance using the trapz function.
∑
where n is the total number of samples,
(5), and

and

(

(

)

)

is the current calculated from Equation

are the final and initial DC voltage values respectively.

The two voltage values used in this equation are determined from the polynomial
trend of the DC voltage data.

3.6.8 Normalized Derating Coefficient
The normalized derating coefficient is defined in this paper as the ratio
between the experimentally measured change in SOC and the expected change.

(7)
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Given that the SESS is in a 2P9 combination with an expected capacitance of 37F, a
derating coefficient is found by Equation (8)
|
|

where

|

|
|

∫

|(

|
)

(8)
|

represents the final state of charge after either charging or discharging,

is the initial state of charge and

is the expected final state of charge,

given an ideal capacitance.

3.6.9 Example of System Losses
Another approach to help visualize the performance of the SESS is to plot the
charge and discharge voltage together as a function of the product of current and
time (Vdc(I*t)). This is similar to that of the Carnot cycle found by plotting P vs V
curves of each of the four states of change [28], shown in Figure 13. This relates to
the ideal gas law, PV=nRT, which relates pressure and volume to temperature. The
area contained in the Carnot Cycle is the work out or loss of the system. The losses
of the SESS and the OCC-GTI will be found using the same process. In terms of the
structure of the ideal gas equation, the DC voltage is the equivalent to pressure, and
I*t is the equivalent to volume. Thus, the multiplication of the two terms will result
in the total energy of the system. Because the system is not ideal, there will be some
losses in the system. Thus, the difference in the charging and discharging portion of
the cycle, plotted similarly to that in Figure 13 will be considered the energy losses
of the system.
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Figure 13 A Basic Example of the Carnot Cycle, associated with the Ideal Gas Law
(PV=nRT).

3.6.10 Treatment
To account for measurement errors, two hard guidelines are established for
the capacitance calculations and for the normalized derating coefficient calculations:
Illogical values and extreme outliers.
1) Illogical Values: Any calculated value that has been proven impossible by
the laws of nature will be discarded.

An example of this is negative

capacitance values.
2) Dixon’s Q-Test for Outliers: This is a simple test for extreme outliers and
uses Equation (9). To begin, the number of samples is placed into ascending
order, such that

, where n is the total sample
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number. In the case of this thesis, n will always be five. Once in ascending
order, the Q value is then calculated for each sample as the difference of each
individual sample value to the next value in the sample set, normalizing over
the range of sample values (difference between the highest and lowest value)
[29]. For this thesis, a 95% confidence level will be used, which, at a sample
size of five, means that any Q value which is greater than 0.710 will be
removed from the sample. If the sample number in question is less than or
equal to three, the upper expression in equation (9) will be used to determine
the lower bound outliers. If the sample number is greater than three, the
lower expression in equation (9) will be used to determine the upper bound
outliers. The variable x in this case refers to any calculated value in question,
and the letter i is the index value, or the sample number in question.

{
This test will be used mainly when computing mean values of capacitance
and also the normalized derating coefficient.

3.7

Laboratory Experiment set up
The bulk of this thesis was spent on incorporating the SESS into the in-lab

grid, testing the control, verifying that the output from the OCC-GTI approximately
followed the command, and setting up the laboratory tests. The below is a detailed
list of each experiment that was conducted and the process of each one.

(9)
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3.7.1 Self-Discharge
The self-discharge experiment was established to determine the overall rate at
which the SESS discharges when not in use. For this test, the SESS is charged to
100% SOC and then left, untouched, for five days. Equation (10) is used to calculate
the percentage of discharge over that five day period. The rate of discharge with
respect to time is also determined.
(10)

3.7.2 Full Charge and Discharge
This test is used to extract important characteristics of the SESS system.
These parameters include: state of charge (SOC), initial and final SESS power flow,
current, and energy rating. All equations are found in section 3.6. Tests were carried
out to within 10 percent of the maximum and minimum SOC limits of the OCC-GTI
to ensure safety of the new device. The procedure is performed manually through
Control Desk and is as follows:
1) Charge SESS to 350V. This was to allow the system to charge past the
minimum value of 330V
2) Connect OCC-GTI to SESS through the in-lab grid and charge to a 90%
SOC.
3) Command -60A, single phase RMS from Control Desk.
4) Once the SESS voltage hits the lower established limit and the power flow
stops (10% SOC in this test), set command current to 60A (68A actual),
single phase RMS from control desk.
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5) Once the SESS voltage hits the upper established limit (90%) and the power
flow stops, repeat steps 4 through 6.

3.7.3 Cycling Frequency
The Cycling Frequency test is used to measure the effective capacitance
value at a given charge or discharge frequency. The procedure is as follows:
1) Charge the SESS up to the maximum SOC established.
2) Command 30A, single phase RMS from Control Desk.
3) Set the length of the period for the pulse generator; 0.1 for 10Hz, 1 for 1Hz,
10 for 100mHz, and 50 for 20mHz.
4) Enable the test through Control Desk and record the three phase voltages,
currents, and the SESS DC voltage.
5) Stop the test after five cycles.
6) Repeat the steps for the minimum SOC established.
The term “cycle” in this thesis is used to describe the combined charge and
discharge sequences. Thus, one cycle is a charge and discharge of the SESS.

3.7.4 Hold Scheme before Cycling
This experiment is used to test the variable of time between the charge and
discharge sequences, or, in other words, the hold time. This test is similar to that of
the cycling test with the addition of a pause between each charge and discharge.
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3.8

Control Algorithms Used for Solar Buffering

3.8.1 Definition of Ramp Events
The Bonneville Power Administration has defined a wind power ramp, or a,
“Core Ramp as a 20% change in project power in a 30 minute period or less.” [30].
Since solar power ramps are more dynamic than those of wind, a definition of a solar
power ramp employed in this work will be “a 20% change in project power in a 3
minute period or less”. Therefore, for a simulated maximum project solar power
output of 100kW (e.g., a commercial scale “rooftop” solar installation), any rate of
change greater than 20kW or less than -20kW over a 3 minute window will be
characterized as a ramp event. This definition of a failure event will be used to
quantify and compare two control algorithms. In this paper, “failure events” and
“ramp events” will be synonymous.

3.8.2 “Low Pass Filter” for Power Smoothing (#1)
This test is developed with the rationale that the supercapacitors could be
used as a large scale “low pass filter,” to smooth out large power fluctuations. In
basic small circuits, a low pass filter consists of a resistor in series with a capacitor.
It is used to pass low frequency noise to the output while attenuating high frequency
noise beyond the cutoff frequency. Equation (11) shows the transfer function of a
simple low pass filter. The time constant, T, controls the location of the cutoff
frequency, and s is the Laplace frequency domain.
(11)
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In this thesis, the value of that time constant will be swept with the goal to
minimize the amount of time that the output will be in a failure event.

3.8.3 Ramp Reduction Control (#2)
In addition to merely mitigating short duration changes in output power,
minimizing ramp events is greatly useful to enhance grid stability. Therefore, a
modified control algorithm with the specific goal for minimizing ramp events
utilizing only the SESS is also developed.
Given the definition of a ramp event developed in 3.8.1, the present output is
evaluated against the measurement occurring 180 seconds before. A MATLAB
script was therefore developed that determines a set point and threshold of each data
value, and attempts to maintain the power within the window ± threshold
specification limits. The procedure of the script is as follows:
 Take the current sample of the raw solar power and all preceding 180 samples (or
less given that the location of the sample is less than 180). These 180 samples
will be called the sample window.
 Determine the maximum absolute difference between the current data point and
all sample points contained in the 180 sample window. If that difference is
greater than 20kW, then a failure event has occurred. The corresponding real
value is the set point. If the difference between the current value and the set
point is negative, then the output is said to be in a negative ramp event. If the
difference is positive, then it is considered to be in a positive ramp event.
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 Determine the threshold around the set point (+ and – 20kW) and find the
amount of error that the data point is over (either above or below).
 Use this error as the input to the SESS model (Cmd). This value is what is asked
of the SESS to account for, so as to keep the output power from not going over
(or under) the threshold defined as a failure event.
 The SESS system will then determine the current SOC, which is calculated from
the maximum rated energy of the system. At a 25kW maximum power output,
and assuming an upper charge/discharge limit of 30 seconds, this rated energy is
750kW. Thus, current energy output, over the rated, will be the SOC. If the
SOC is within the defined limits, established as between 10% and 90%, then the
SESS can sink, or source, the error found in the previous step. If the SESS
cannot sink or source this power, the output will follow the raw solar data and a
failure event will occur.
 Finally, the total power, as seen by the grid, is the subtraction of the raw solar
power and the error (Cmd). So, for example, if there was a detection of a
possible positive failure event, the power to the grid would be held constant,
which means the raw power curve is above the actual output and this positive
difference is used to charge the SESS. However, if the SESS could not charge
anymore and the command was still for a charge, the output would then follow
the raw solar data and a failure event would occur.
 The actual power output at the current time step, and not the raw solar data, will
be used in the 180 sample window for the next time step.
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4
4.1

RESULTS, ANALYSIS, AND DISCUSSION
Self-Discharge

Results of the self-discharge experiment are presented in Figure 14. The figure
shows a plot of SESS voltage (blue, left y-axis) and the percent discharge (green,
right y-axis) versus time for the five day period. This figure shows that most of the
discharge occurred during the first day the test was run. The percent discharge
during this full day was about 14%, compared to 3% for the next four days. Also,
the rate of discharge showed a sharp drop from an initial value of about 40V/s, to
about 1V/s after 8 hours, and then to less than 0.5V/s after a day.

Figure 14 DC Voltage (Left) and Percent Discharge (Right) for the Self-Discharge
Test.
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4.2

Full Swing Results
The full swing test results are presented in Figure 15 and Table 3. Table 3 is

a summary of the mean and standard deviation of all five charge and discharge
cycles.

It includes the start and end values of the state of charge (SOC),

supercapacitor current (A, DC), and power flow (kW). The mean and standard
deviation of the calculated energy rating for each cycle is also included.

Figure 15 DC Voltage (Left) and 3 Phase Power Command (right) for the Full Swing
Test
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Parameter

Starting SOC

End SOC

Starting Current

End Current

Starting
Power Flow

End Power Flow

Energy

Table 3 Results of Full Swing Test
Cycle
Measurement
Mean
Discharge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Charge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Discharge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Charge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Discharge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Charge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Discharge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Charge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Discharge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Charge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Discharge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Charge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Discharge
Standard Deviation
Mean
Charge
Standard Deviation

Value
86.26
0.83
12.60
0.34
7.75
0.23
90.42
0.27
-62.67
0.30
67.97
0.43
-70.00
0.19
57.72
0.24
-24.35
0.08
23.27
0.08
-23.48
0.05
22.71
0.06
-181.00
1.75
195.38
0.79

Unit
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
kW
kW
kW
kW
kW
kW
kW
kW
Wh
Wh
Wh
Wh

One interesting dynamic of the SESS that is prominent in these results is the
relaxation of the ions in the individual Supercapacitor cells. It is shown in Table 3
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that the starting SOC of the charge cycle is about 5% less than the end SOC of the
discharge cycle, and also the final SOC of the charge cycle is about 5% more than
the starting SOC of the discharge cycle. This is because as the SESS is discharging
(or providing power to the grid) the ions in the electrolytic solution are flowing to the
positive and negative terminals respectively. Once the SESS voltage hits the user
defined limit of 90% SOC, this flow of ions stops and begin to relax. This relaxation
causes the SOC to drop by 5%. This characteristic is apparent in both the charge and
discharge cycles and can be seen in Figure 15.
There is also an interesting trend between the discharge and charge cycles.
First, the average power flow of the discharge cycle is roughly 1kW higher than the
charge cycle. Inversely, the Energy rating on the charge cycle is over 10Wh higher
than the discharge. This is also shown in the SOC measurements and also the
current measurements; the change in SOC of the discharge is 0.7% higher than the
charge and also the change in current is about 2 amps higher. This shows that
charging from a lower SOC to a higher SOC will produce a higher energy density
but also a lower power density than discharging from a high SOC to a low SOC.
This should result in a higher capacitance when charging than when discharging the
SESS. The cycling tests and the cycle and hold test in the next sections will help to
verify this trend. Another trend to consider is capacitance values at both SOC
extremes. This trend cannot be verified in this section but will be covered in the next
section.
Another characteristic of the system, discovered in the test results, is the
transient at the beginning of every charge cycle and also at one discharge cycle. As
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positive power flow is commanded, the SESS first drops to a negative power flow
before the device responds and settles out to the actual commanded value of about
24kW. It is highly likely that this negative transient spike comes from the OCC-GTI
and the power electronics of the device. Everything in the OCC-GTI is powered by
the DC bus. Therefore, when the command is to charge the SESS, the GTI first uses
a portion of the DC power to start the power flow command. It should not be present
on the discharge cycle as power is flowing from the SESS into the OCC-GTI. From
Figure 15, there appears to be only one power spike before the discharge cycle as
compared to five power spikes for each charge cycle. This transient only last about
50ms so it is not significant in large charging or discharging cycles. However, this
characteristic will present a problem in later lab experiments that involve fast
cycling.

4.3

Cycling Frequency
This section presents the results of the cycling experiment for eight different

scenarios. Results are categorized into two starting SOC values: high, which starts at
approximately 85% SOC, and low, which starts at approximately 10% SOC. These
results are then categorized again into two portions of the full cycle: charging and
discharging.

The results are then categorized even further into four cycle

frequencies: 10Hz, 1Hz, 100mHz, and 20mHz. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the 5
cycles for the 100mHz cycling frequency at both High SOC and Low SOC
respectively. Waveforms of the other 6 scenarios are shown in Figure 52 - Figure 57
in the appendix. The results are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 16 100mHz cycle Starting at a High SOC (85%).

Figure 17 100mHz cycle Starting at a Low SOC (10%).
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Table 4 Cycling Frequency Results
Starting
SOC

Portion of
the Cycle

Freq.,
(Hz)

10
1
Discharge
0.1
0.02
High (85%
SOC)
10
1
Charge
0.1
0.02
10
1
Discharge
0.1
0.02
Low (10%
SOC)
10
1
Charge
0.1
0.2

Capacitance,
mean
(F)

Capacitance,
1 std
(F)

Normalized
ΔSOC, mean
(F)

Normalized
ΔSOC,
1 std
(F)

12.9
29.9
35.16
34.5
7.2
32.9
36.3
36.4
12.1
29.5
32.98
33.90
13.0
31.04
34.92
36.05

10.3
2.0
0.04
0.3
3.6
3.6
0.5
0.2
3.2
0.7
0.06
0.10
6.5
1.08
0.07
0.17

2.6
1.5
1.09
1.077
5.8
1.4
1.06
1.029
2.8
1.43
1.16
1.093
3.3
1.3
1.09
1.041

3.9
0.4
0.02
0.007
3.6
0.5
0.02
0.002
2.6
0.07
0.01
0.003
2.5
0.3
0.02
0.006

4.3.1 Capacitance vs. Cycling Frequency
Capacitance values were calculated for all five cycles for each of the sixteen
scenarios using (7) determined in section 3.6.7. The mean and standard deviation
were then determined from these five capacitance values. It is important to note that
some of the capacitance calculations for the 10Hz cycling frequencies were omitted
because of their violation of one of the two rules established in section 3.6.10. The
error can be attributed to the OCC-GTI switching at a higher frequency than the
sampling frequency, causing the signal to become distorted. This, in combination
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with a fast cycling frequency, can cause the measured start and end SOC to appear to
be constant or even increasing, resulting in a negative capacitance.
Figure 18 and Figure 19 show the trend of calculated mean capacitance
values for a given cycling frequency at High SOC and Low SOC respectively. The
values displayed in red are for charge and the blue are for discharge. Also displayed,
as vertical bars, are the corresponding standard deviation values. The blue and red
lines are the exponential trends of capacitance versus frequency. These figures all
show that capacitance decreases exponentially with an increase in cycling frequency.
There is also a correlation between the power flow and the mean calculated
capacitance values, which is that charging the SESS will produce a higher
capacitance than discharging for lower cycling frequencies. This is true for starting
at either a high SOC or a low SOC. The difference in capacitance values is small but
the trend is significant. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the same tendancy, as the
starting SOC values are cleary decreasing with the number of cycles for the high
SOC and increasing for the low SOC
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Figure 18 Capacitance vs. Frequency for Charge and Discharge of the Cycle (SOC
High).

Figure 19 Capacitance vs. Frequency for Charge and Discharge of the Cycle (SOC
Low).
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4.3.2 Normalized Derating Coefficient versus Frequency
The normalized derating coefficients for each cycling frequency is calculated
for both charging and discharging at high and low SOC values and are displayed in
Figure 20 and Figure 21. Again, the charge cycle has a lower derating coefficient
that the discharge cycle, which correlates to a higher capacitance value. Also, given
that the x-axis is logarithmic, there is a linear trend between frequency and the
derating coefficient. This is that as frequency increases, more SOC is lost, which
corresponds with the capacitance curves in section 4.3.1.

Figure 20 Normalized Derating SOC Coefficient vs. Frequency for Charge and
Discharge of the Cycle (SOC High).
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Figure 21 Normalized Derating SOC Coefficient vs. Frequency for Charge and
Discharge of the Cycle (SOC Low).

4.3.3 Voltage vs. Current*Time – Example of System Losses
Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the Voltage vs. Current*time for a cycling
frequency of 20mHz. The area under both the charge and discharge curves of this
graph is the total energy of each sequence (i.e. the product of voltage, current, and a
change in time). From these two figures, a general statement is derived for the losses
of the system. This is that, when the SESS is charging, energy is applied to the
SESS from the grid, and when the SESS is discharging, energy is applied to the grid
from the SESS.

Thus, it takes more energy for the grid to charge the SESS.

Therefore, the difference between the area of both the charging and discharging
curves is the total losses of the system.
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Figure 22 Voltage vs Current*time for High SOC.
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Figure 23 Voltage vs. Current*time for Low SOC.
.

4.4

Cycle and Hold frequency vs. Cycling Frequency
Tests of 4 different cycling frequencies at 4 different cycling frequencies

were analyzed, and the waveforms of the one second hold durations are shown in
Figure 24 -Figure 29 with the time, in seconds, on the x-axis. The rest of the
waveforms are shown in Figure 52 - Figure 69 in the appendix. The mean and
standard deviation of the effective capacitance values and the normalized derating
coefficient are displayed in Table 5 and
Table 6. The purpose of this test was to determine if the effect of holding the SESS
at a zero current command for a period before charge and discharge, will improve the
performance.

Looking primarily at the eighteen waveforms, there are a few
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prominent trends. One trend, as seen in the previous tests, is that at higher SOC
values, the starting SOC trends downward the longer the test is run. The reverse is
true for lower SOC values, as the starting SOC trends upward. This trend is most
prominent in the 10 second cycling period. Also, the phenomenon of the negative
power transient before the charging cycle, found in earlier tests, is noticeable in
many of the waveforms.

Figure 24 1 second Hold, 10Hz cycle at a High SOC (85%).
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Figure 25 1 second Hold, 10Hz cycle at a Low SOC (10%).

Figure 26 1 second Hold, 1Hz cycle at a High SOC (85%).
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Figure 27 1 second Hold, 1Hz cycle at a Low SOC (10%).

Figure 28 1 second Hold, 100mHz cycle at a High SOC (85%).
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Figure 29 1 second Hold, 100mHz cycle at a Low SOC (10%).
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Table 5 Capacitance Mean, and Standard Deviation for the Different Pause and
Cycle Schemes (SOC High).
Portion of
the Cycle

Pause
Duration
(sec)

No Pause

0.1
Discharge
1

10

No Pause

0.1
Charge
1

10

Freq.,
(Hz)

Capacitance,
mean
(F)

Capacitance,
1 std
(F)

Normalized
ΔSOC,
mean
(F)

Normalized
ΔSOC, 1 std
(F)

10

12.9

10.3

5.3

2.0

1

29.9

2.0

1.5

0.4

0.1

35.16

0.04

1.09

0.02

0.02

34.5

0.3

1.077

0.007

10

12.4

2.6

1.4

2.5

1

30.7

1.8

1.5

0.2

0.1

35.23

0.07

3.1

0.6

10

12.4

4.7

3.3

2.7

1

33.6

0.8

1.3

0.4

0.1

35.0

0.3

1.08

0.04

10

36.9

41.9

1.96

0.74

1

31.7

1.1

1.19

0.13

0.1

35.3

0.1

1.07

0.03

10

7.2

3.6

5.8

3.6

1

32.9

3.6

1.4

0.5

0.1

36.3

0.5

1.06

0.02

0.02

36.4

0.2

1.029

0.002

10

39.6

49.0

7.7

7.3

1

30.8

1.7

1.4

0.3

0.1

37.2

0.1

1.03

0.02

10

8.1

4.6

1.9

1.2

1

33.8

2.8

1.1

0.5

0.1

36.8

0.4

1.032

0.009

10*

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

32.4

1.9

1.4

0.5

0.1

37.1

0.1

0.98

0.03

*All five data points for the 10s-hold, 10Hz charge cycle starting at low SOC
failed one of the two set standards
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Table 6 Capacitance Mean and Standard Deviation for the Different Pause and Cycle
Schemes (SOC Low).
Portion
of the
Cycle

Pause
Duration
(sec)

Capacitance,
mean
(F)

Capacitance,
1 std
(F)

Normalized
ΔSOC,
mean
(F)

Normalized
ΔSOC,
1 std
(F)

1

12.1
29.5

3.2
0.7

2.8
1.43

2.6
0.07

0.1

32.98

0.06

1.16

0.01

0.02

33.90

0.10

1.093

0.003

10
1

19.1
31.0

15.4
1.1

2.6
1.41

1.9
0.14

0.1

32.43

0.40

1.16

0.02

10
1

11.18
29.93

3.13
2.55

4.1
1.2

2.4
0.3

0.1

32.77

0.42

1.16

0.02

10
1

33.82
30.17

37.90
1.27

2.1
1.4

1.4
0.2

0.1

32.83

0.23

1.144

0.005

10
1
0.1

13.0
31.04
34.92

6.5
1.08
0.07

3.3
1.3
1.09

2.5
0.3
0.02

0.02

36.05

0.17

1.041

0.006

10
1

6.54
31.32

3.03
1.39

1.5
1.3

1.4
0.2

0.1

35.02

0.15

1.08

0.02

10
1

7.88
31.25

3.71
1.94

3.9
1.3

2.5
0.2

0.1

34.99

0.08

1.08

0.02

10
1

12.2
33.97

11.5
0.94

5.0
1.0

2.6
0.2

0.1

34.65

0.21

1.09

0.02

Frequency,
(Hz)
10

No
Pause

0.1
Discharge
1

10

No
Pause

0.1
Charge
1

10
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4.5

Capacitance vs. Cycling Frequency
Capacitance values found in Table 5 and Table 6 are shown in Figure 30 -

Figure 33. These are semi-logarithmic plots of Capacitance on the y-axis and the
natural log of the frequencies on the x-axis. Similar to that of the cycling test, there
is a decrease in effective capacitance as frequency increases. There are a few data
points in the 10Hz frequency sample that deviate away from this trend, which can be
attributed to the inaccuracies in the measurements and the fast cycling time.
The significance of the stagnation effects on the effective capacitance values
are shown to be minimal. There is a slight correlation at the 1Hz cycling frequency
where effective capacitance tends to be lower than the other data values, but the
value is less than 1F and it is not true for all cases.

Figure 30 Capacitance vs. Frequency for the Different Hold Durations (Discharging
at High SOC).
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Figure 31 Capacitance vs. Frequency for the Different Hold Durations (Charging at
High SOC).

Figure 32 Capacitance vs. Frequency for the Different Hold Durations (Discharging
at Low SOC).
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Figure 33 Capacitance vs. Frequency for the Different Hold Durations (Charging at
Low SOC).

4.6

Normalized De-rating Coefficient versus Cycling Frequency
Results of the normalized derating coefficient for each holding duration, at

each frequency are displayed in Figure 34 - Figure 37. Similar to the results of the
effective capacitance, there is no apparent trend to the effects of the hold duration
and the cycling frequency.
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Figure 34 Normalized Derating SOC Coefficient vs. Frequency for the Different
Hold Durations (Discharging at High SOC).

Figure 35 Normalized Derating SOC Coefficient vs. Frequency for the Different
Hold Durations (Charging at High SOC).
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Figure 36 Normalized Derating SOC Coefficient vs. Frequency for the Different
Hold Durations (Discharging at Low SOC).

Figure 37 Normalized Derating SOC Coefficient vs. Frequency for the Different
Hold Durations (Charging at Low SOC).
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4.7

Simulation for Power Smoothing Algorithm
Figure 39 is a comparison of the raw solar data and the SESS filtered data,

using a time constant of 25s. The top graph displays two waveforms, with raw data
in blue and SESS filtered data in green, illustrating the ability of the SESS to remove
many of the sharp changes in power for an unsupported power installation. The
middle graph of Figure 39 shows the rate of failure events for the unsupported
system (blue) and the bottom graph of Figure 39 shows the rate of failure events for
the SESS supported system (red). A comparison between the two traces shows a
significant reduction in the amount of failure events associated with the filtered data.
Thus, the SESS supported energy system is optimal over the raw data.
Evaluation of the best time constant, T, that corresponds to the minimum
number of ramp events was also carried out. Figure 38 shows a sweep of this
parameter from 10s to 50s (in steps of 5s). It is clear from this figure that a T value
of 25s corresponds to the highest reduction of time that the system spends in a ramp
failure state. The filtered data decreases this time from around 10,316 s to 7,625 s for
the given day. This optimal value of the time constant symbolizes the limits of the
SOC on the system, as an increase beyond the optimal will result in more incidents
of the system reaching the maximum and minimum limits, which will result in more
time in a failure event.
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Figure 38 Sweep of number of failures vs. Time Constant, T to find the Minimum
Failure Events.
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Figure 39 (Top) Raw Solar Power Input and SESS Filtered Power Output. (Middle)
Failure Events for the Raw Data. (Bottom) Failure Events for the SESS Power
Smoothing Algorithm.

4.8

Simulation to Control Ramp Reduction
Figure 40 shows the response of this new control algorithm (green waveform

in the top figure) given a ramp up or down of the raw solar data (blue waveform in
the top figure). It also shows the corresponding failures for the new control (bottom
plot) and the raw data (middle plot). Looking at the figure in the upper plot, from
left to right, the raw data starts to dip just after the waveform enters the figure.
When the ramp gets below the level of a failure, the control algorithm responds by
discharging the SESS so as to hold the output power at the current level to prevent a
failure event. The raw data then jumps back to around the original value and the
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control algorithm responds by charging the SESS to hold the power output constant
to prevent a failure in the other direction.

Figure 40 (Top) Raw Solar Power Output (blue) and SESS filtered Power Output
(green). (Middle) Failure Events for the Raw Data. (Bottom) Failure Events for the
Ramp Control Algorithm.
Figure 41 and Figure 42 show the output and SOC for each of the algorithms
operating on the same subset of time samples (x-axis). Figure 41 shows the operation
of the Power Smoothing (#2) and Figure 42 corresponds to the Ramp Rate Algorithm
(#1). It can be seen that For the Ramp Control Algorithm, the failures occur when
the SESS charges (or discharges) to its limits while, for the Power Smoothing, the
time constant filter control allows the power output to dip below the threshold even
when SOC is still available and yielding a failure event, which is shown in the
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bottom plot of the Figure 39. The solar Ramp Control algorithm further reduced the
amount of time spent in a failure event to around 5,709 seconds for the day, from the
7,625 seconds allowed by the Ramp Rate algorithm using a 25 second time constant
filter.

Figure 41 (Top) Raw Solar Data Output and SESS Ramp Reduction Algorithm.
(Bottom) SOC of the Ramp Rate Filter
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Figure 42 (Top) Raw Solar Data Output and SESS Power Smoothing Algorithm.
(Bottom) SOC of the High Frequency Filter

4.9

Comparing the Models: Extended Sample Days
Table 7 and Table 8 present the overall results of both algorithms for a single

day in every month of the year from March, 2010 through February 2011. For
consistency, the same day of each month is analyzed. Figure 70 - Figure 80 show
the profile for each given day. The information contained in these two tables is as
follows:


Day of the month and cumulative day of the year are present in the first two
columns.



Positive ramp, negative ramp, and the total ramp failure events: These events
are found using a logic operator that keeps a running total of a ramp failure.
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Positive, negative and total power commands: Power command, in this case,
is defined as the switch on of the SESS or the reversal of flow.



Different Levels of Change in SOC: Given a power command, the total
change in SOC is determined by taking the difference of the starting value
and the value just after the power flow changes. This calculation is then
placed into different bins, given how much the SOC changed.



Total power spent charging, discharging, and the total power that was used
during the day. This is just a running counter of the SESS power flowing to
and from the electrical grid



Optimal time constant, T is only present Table 7.
The highlighted cells in both tables are perfected for comparing the

two control algorithms. The orange highlighted cell labeled “total time in ramp
failure” shows a minor advantage of the ramp rate algorithm over the smoothing
algorithm. This makes sense as the Ramp Reduction control algorithm is set up to
specifically avoid a ramp, while the Power Smoothing Algorithm is not. The
difference in time in failure between the two algorithms is only around and average
of 30 to 40 minutes.
The column highlighted in yellow shows the difference in power commanded
from or to the SESS, for the two different algorithms. This difference is much more
prominent than the orange column, as in some cases the smoothing algorithm
commands over 4 times that of the ramp reduction algorithm. This shows that the
SESS is put to use more for the Power Smoothing algorithm.
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The column highlighted in purple is the true indicator of the differences in the
two control algorithms. Notice the scale in Table 7 is in GW, whereas the scale in
Table 8 is in MW. This shows that the algorithm for smoothing the raw solar data
will degrade the SESS at a faster rate than the ramp reduction control algorithm.
This difference is significant in all 12 days tested.

Table 7 Results from the High Frequency Fluctuations Algorithm.
Month

3/19

4/19

5/19

6/19

7/19

8/19

9/19

10/19

11/19

12/19

1/19

2/19

Day

78

109

139

170

200

231

262

292

323

353

19

50

Optimal T
constant (Sweep
of 5:5:50)
Total Time in
Ramp Failure
(s)
Number of
Positive Ramp
Failures
Number of
Negative Ramp
Failures
Positive Power
Commands
Negative Power
Commands
Total Power
Commands
ΔSOC < 20%

25

30

45

35

35

35

30

40

25

5

30

30

7625

1744
1

15145

18600

1051
3

8939

11392

4804

5306

341

2171

6711

45

126

131

122

59

66

80

40

30

1

12

51

37

124

122

130

60

66

86

37

39

3

13

50

2085

649

613

494

431

1189

750

756

611

300

862

2116

603

596

470

422

1127

725

590

609

322

4201

1252

1209

964

853

2316

725

1346

1220

622

180
0
149
5
3295

1753

4142

1110

1081

830

755

2242

1372

1293

1159

616

3273

1652

20% ≤ ΔSOC <
40%
40% ≤ ΔSOC <
60%
60% ≤
ΔSOC<80%
80% ≤ ΔSOC

19

46

51

41

42

20

39

21

28

5

10

56

12

42

21

25

24

15

20

16

15

0

9

25

10

33

24

29

17

17

24

7

14

0

2

15

15

21

32

39

15

22

18

9

4

1

1

5

Total Power
Spent Charging
(GW)
Total Power
Spent
Discharging
(GW)
Total Power
Spent (GW)

284

663

602

630

406

363

460

234

262

71

93

462

281

660

599

627

403

361

457

232

260

69

91

459

565

1324

1201

1257

809

724

917

466

522

140

184

921

891
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Table 8 Results from the Solar Ramp Reduction Algorithm.
Month

3/19

4/19

5/19

6/19

7/19

8/19

9/19

10/19

11/19

12/19

1/19

2/19

Day

78

109

139

170

200

231

262

292

323

353

19

50

Total Time
in Ramp
Failure (s)
Number of
Positive
Ramp
Failures
Number of
Negative
Ramp
Failures
Positive
Power
Commands
Negative
Power
Commands
Total
Power
Commands
ΔSOC <
20%
20% ≤
ΔSOC <
40%
40% ≤
ΔSOC <
60%
60% ≤
ΔSOC
Total
Power
Spent
Charging
(MW)
Total
Power
Spent Discharging
(MW)
Total
Power
Spent
(MW)

5709

14790

12375

16474

8313

7590

9702

4384

4015

237

1643

3867

67

197

242

222

103

124

148

67

57

1

32

84

68

259

172

167

92

93

106

55

59

3

17

-75

121

333

300

275

160

145

174

97

84

3

31

231

129

357

298

284

187

159

223

97

82

1

29

273

250

690

598

559

347

304

397

194

166

4

60

504

185

437

378

324

237

178

263

135

117

3

46

416

14

52

50

52

27

26

26

16

9

1

1

34

10

49

33

22

14

21

18

7

6

0

5

23

41

152

137

161

69

79

90

36

34

0

8

31

16

51

45

52

26

29

32

15

12

0

4

20

16

51

45

52

26

29

32

15

13

0

4

20

32

102

91

104

52

58

64

29

25

0

9

40

Although the power smoothing algorithm is commanding a lot more power
than the ramp reduction algorithm, the profile of the amount of SOC that is changing
per power command event for each algorithm is entirely different. This profile
difference is shown in Figure 43and Figure 44. Thus, while the power smoothing
algorithm may have more power commands than the ramp reduction algorithm,
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much of those commands result in a 20% change in SOC or less. Also, the ramp
reduction algorithm has a higher ratio of its power commands that result in a 60%
change in SOC or more than the power smoothing algorithm. This is a significant
difference in how the SESS is used and the effect each one has on the system is not
known at this time.

Figure 43 Different Levels of Change is SOC per Power Command Event for the
Power Smoothing Algorithm (#1)
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Figure 44 Different Levels of Change is SOC per Power Command Event for the
Ramp Reduction Algorithm (#2)
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5

CONCLUSION/FUTURE WORK
This work presented results of the SESS integration through a new, fast

switching grid tied inverter system, to be used in combination with the flow cell
battery for the improved performance of energy storage systems on grid stability.
The hardware portion of this thesis extracted pertinent information regarding the
parameters of the SESS system. Also, key parameters of effective capacitance and
the normalized derating coefficient were analyzed at different cycle frequencies.
Finally, a test of different holding and cycling schemes were performed to determine
if holding the voltage constant for a period would improve performance. It was
found in these tests that:
 Effective capacitance decreases and consequently a normalized derating SOC
coefficient increases with an increase in energy flow reversal frequency.
 Charging of the SESS produced an overall higher energy rating than discharging
the system. Both effective capacitance and the derating coefficient showed an
improvement in the charge cycle. This asymmetry can be investigated further
with more testing.
 It was determined that no combination of charge-hold-discharge-hold patterns
improved the performance of the system. There was little, if any correlation.
 Self-discharge of the SESS was the most extreme within the first day of unused.
After this, the discharge rate is significantly less.
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 The performance of the system under real world circumstances was similar to
what was expected of it. Thus, the design of the system does not be changed.
Along with hardware testing, two control algorithms were developed to
control the high frequency power fluctuations (Algorithm #1) and also limit the
amount of failure events (Algorithm #2). One-second data, from a pyranometer
located in Oahu, HI was used to validate both control algorithms. From simulations,
the following was determined:
 Utilizing the SESS as a kind of low pass filter to smooth out high frequency
fluctuations requires a time constant of around 25 seconds for effective reduction
in ramps. This is only true if the system is rated to handle these 25 second
intervals.
 The SESS can be used as a pseudo rate limiter to prevent ramps of larger than
20% of project power in a window of 3 minutes or less. It was seen to work most
effectively, given the SOC values were not near the limits
 The best control algorithm for effectively lowering the amount of power flow
reversals is also the algorithm used to prevent failure events. However, the best
control algorithm for small changes in SOC is the algorithm used as a type of low
pass filter. This was confirmed from analysis of the same day, at every month in
the calendar year.
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5.1

Future Work
This thesis can serve as the starting point for effective integration of the

SESS to the in-lab grid. The next step in the process includes comprehensive
hardware testing of the control algorithms presented in this paper, as well as other,
more advanced control algorithms. Also, the WESRF lab has plans for the future
installation of solar panels. From this installation, new hardware testing could be
implemented with actual solar data. Given the location of this university, there
would be many cloudy days to test the ramp control algorithm or the power
smoothing algorithm.
Another extension of this thesis could involve the combination of the SESS
with the flow cell battery to smooth out both high frequency fluctuations and also
low and high powered events. Similarly, control algorithms for the combination of
the supercapacitors and the flow cell battery could be implemented as well. An
interested topic would be to explore how the control algorithm for one energy
storage system would have on the other, and what combination would give you the
best results.
Also, more extensive tests on the effect that SOC has on the system should be
carried out. An example of this would be to charge and discharge at different rates
and at different SOC values. It would be interesting to see what the trend is at the
50% SOC level.
Finally, it was observed that after discharging the SESS down to around 20V,
there was an interesting self-charge characteristic.
explored further in future work.

This phenomenon could be
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APPENDICES
List of Acronyms


SESS: Supercapacitor Energy Storage System



OCC-GTI: One-Cycle Control Grid-Tied Inverter



BESS: Battery Energy Storage System



EDLC: Electrochemical Double-Layer Capacitor



IGBT: Insulated-Gate Bi-polar Transistor



AWG: Arbitrary Waveform Generator



ZBB: Zinc-Bromine Battery



RMS: Root-Mean Squared



SOC: State of Charge
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OCC-GTI Control Model

Figure 45 Control Model for the OCC-GTI.
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Hysteretic Control

Figure 46 Hysteretic Controller Top Level.

Figure 47 Hysteretic Unit Time Delay Control.
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Figure 48 Upper Voltage Limit (Lower Voltage Limit is Similar).

OCC-GTI Control Circuit Hardware and Model

Figure 49 Control Circuit for the OCC-GTI.
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Figure 50 OCC-GTI Current to Voltage Conversion.

Control Desk Layout

Figure 51 Control Desk Layout.
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Cycling Test Waveforms

Figure 52 10Hz Cycle Starting at a High SOC (85%).

Figure 53 10Hz Cycle Starting at a Low SOC (10%).
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Figure 54 1Hz cycle Starting at a High SOC (85%).

Figure 55 1Hz cycle Starting at a Low SOC (10%).
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Figure 56 20mHz cycle Starting at a High SOC (85%).

Figure 57 20mHz cycle Starting at a Low SOC (10%).
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Charge-Hold-Discharge-Hold Waveforms

Figure 58 0.1 second Hold, 10Hz cycle at a High SOC (85%).

Figure 59 0.1 second Hold, 10Hz cycle at a Low SOC (10%).
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Figure 60 0.1 second Hold, 1Hz cycle at a High SOC (85%).

Figure 61 0.1 second Hold, 1Hz cycle at a Low SOC (10%).
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Figure 62 0.1 second Hold, 100mHz cycle at a High SOC (85%).

Figure 63 0.1 second Hold, 100mHz cycle at a Low SOC (10%).
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Figure 64 10 second Hold, 10Hz cycle at a High SOC (85%).

Figure 65 10 second Hold, 10Hz cycle at a Low SOC (10%).
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Figure 66 10 second Hold, 1Hz cycle at a High SOC (85%).

Figure 67 10 second Hold, 1Hz cycle at a Low SOC (10%).
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Figure 68 10 second Hold, 100mHz cycle at a High SOC (85%).

Figure 69 10 second Hold, 100mHz cycle at a Low SOC (10%).
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Solar Profiles analyzed

Figure 70 Solar Profile for April 19th, 2010.
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Figure 71 Solar Profile for May 19th, 2010.

Figure 72 Solar Profile for June 19th, 2010.
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Figure 73 Solar Profile for July 19th, 2010.

Figure 74 Solar Profile for August 19th, 2010.
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Figure 75 Solar Profile for September 19th, 2010.

Figure 76 Solar Profile for October 19th, 2010.
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Figure 77 Solar Profile for November 19th, 2010.

Figure 78 Solar Profile for December 19th, 2010.
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Figure 79 Solar Profile for January 19th, 2011.
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Figure 80 Solar Profile for February 19th, 2011.

